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With a rise in technological advancement, recruitment is becoming a perfect blend of traditional and

modern practices of hiring. While the process of hiring remains more or less the same, the

introduction of path-breaking  recruitment  selection tools and technologies are redefining the way

applicants seek and apply for jobs, and the way recruiters hire. In light of this, the article reflects the

role of analytics in recruitment.

 

Real-time data analytics has the potential to impact every stage of the candidate pipeline, from

employer branding to new-hire on boarding. The war for talents is increasing, as many organizations

look for top talent and face operating and cost pressures. The recruiters are increasingly turning to

technology to meet their talent needs. Intelligent recruitment is the new trend of hiring experts and

this new technology would help to acquire the right fit, for the right role at the right time.

 

Recruitment analytics help measure efficiency and effectiveness of the recruitment process.

Recruiters nowadays are using high tech tools such as applicant-tracking-system which has served

as a useful automated tool and allows the recruiters to reduce their burden of manual tasks,

allowing them to focus on more value adding work. Predictive modeling is helping organizations to

assess, anticipate and pre-empt outcomes or candidate behaviors based on actual data.
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RECRUITMENT ANALYTICS

 

Time to fill  - It indicates the number of

days it takes to fill a position and the

efficiency of hiring manager and the

recruitment team.

Effectiveness of the Sourcing Channel  -
It indicates where you can get candidate

applications from and where you are

getting the quality candidates i.e. where

and how the conversion is happening.

Cost Per Hire (CPH)  - This shows the

amount spent in closing every position.

 

 

 Three most important metrics in recruitment   

analytics -

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diverse and Detailed Sourcing -  From

online job portals, to hackathon groups,

analytics helps continuously gather current

and potential profiles. It helps recruiters to

find multiple talent pools, and hire them on

the factors like skill-fit, personality-fit,

culture-fit, etc. 

Efficient Screening -  AI-based intelligent

screening of resumes can help in eliminating

the poor-quality profiles, allowing recruiters

to better assess more valuable, soft skills and

cognitive skills which are the need of the

hour.

Candidate Experience -  Data can help

recruiters actively engage with ongoing

candidates through real-time updates and

insights.

 

   How Analytics are impacting in recruitment?

 

 

 



 

W H A T  G E N  Z  E X P E C T S  F R O M
T H E  W O R K P L A C E ?

 

Youth are not keen on settling for a job or career. They have dreams, passion, and different

preferences.

This makes it even more difficult for employers. They need to attract the attention of candidates

and stand out as ‘employee worthy’.

Review Channels: Just as there are many online platforms to review products and services, this new

generation of young talent uses various online platforms to assess the reviews of employees. 

New Age Learning: The new generation uses the ‘online world’ to learn, engage socially and

professionally in their world. High attention to such online platforms that are popular with

candidates should be given.

Even though there are 600 million youngsters under the age of 21, the employability surveys conclude

that Engineers and MBAs are not employable. Why are companies finding it difficult to hire the right

people, at the right place and at the right time? What exactly is the problem with this new generation

(Gen Z) of workers? Even when there are eligible, high scoring candidates, they don’t seem to apply for

jobs or appear for interviews.

 

Two generational trends that companies need to account for:

There are a few ways in which this new generation is making their choices:

Leading organizations need to focus more on solving such talent problems and implement interesting

practices keeping in mind the behaviour of this generation as this generation demands more from

organizations.
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Attrition: This term refers to the voluntary and involuntary terminations, deaths and

employee retirements that result in a reduction to the employer's physical workforce. If you

work in a human resources department at a large organization, keeping track of attrition

trends can be a job in and of itself.

 

Job Description: A record of job’s duties, responsibilities, reporting structures, working

conditions, and departmental responsibilities, form job description. It is a one part of Job

analysis.

 

Job Analysis: The process to determine the duties and skills required for a job and person

who must be employed for this job.

 

Job Specification: A set of record that must be required in person handling the job. It can

be educational qualifications, skill set, personality etc. It is another part of a job analysis.
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H E L P  H E R  T O  H E L P  H E R S E L F

 Women have a peculiar problem; but most men would disagree. They are convinced women have

too many problems! Pun aside, a study in 2018 revealed that 16% women are less likely than men to

apply for a job believing they were underqualified for the same, this in spite of the fact that 16%

women are more likely to get selected once they applied (O'Brien, 2019). While my initial instinct

on reading this article was to rubbish it, a little reflection forced me to accept this fact, albeit a

bit reluctantly. The evidence I retrieved from all around me. That friend who belittles her

possibility of getting promoted, considering the number of male colleagues in the fray, that

extraordinarily meticulous and brilliant ex-colleague who has given up on her hopes of reviving

her career post her career break and my own memory from the past of scanning though

advertisements and thinking to myself “Oh I don’t think I am ready for that yet” and my spouse a

few minutes later pointing to the same ad and exclaiming,” this is tailor made for you”! This lack

of self-belief or self-efficacy as Bandura called it, is probably one among the several reasons why

increased literacy and access to higher education of our girls is not translating effectively into

more women in leadership positions and equal pay. 

 

While the onus of woman herself and that of the society as a whole in overcoming this barrier is

unquestionable, I strongly believe organizations explicitly have a much larger role to play. At

every stage in a woman employee’s work life, organizations must integrate confidence inducing

measures and encourage them to take on challenges. Beginning with recruitment itself, setting

some benchmark for mandatory number of female applicants that must be part of the applicant

pool for a vacant position would force organisations to go look for eligible women candidates

even if they failed to apply.

In addition to this, broadcasting data pertaining to female employee achievements regularly on

corporate online bulletin boards would signal to the women inside the organization that performance is

not Linked to gender and also send a clear message to potential female candidates. A thorough HR

audit is also recommended to check whether unwittingly, organisations have taken advantage of this

confidence gap and doled out raw deals in terms of compensation and benefits to women employees.

An organisation’s contribution to changing this mind-set and reducing the confidence gap can

commence even before women join the workforce by committing to internship opportunities for female

students in good numbers. This offers women the much needed exposure to various career avenues even

before completion of their course. Seeing ‘SHeroes’ all around would help these young minds realise

that it doesn’t matter if you are a Jack or Jill, all that matters is your will.
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T H E  S O U T H W E S T  A I R L I N E S  
H R  S U C C E S S  S T O R Y

 The Dallas, Texas-based Airline – the Southwest Airline – was founded on March 15, 1967,

by Herbert Kelleher and Rollin King. The airline is proof that happy employees make a

successful company. The key secret to the Southwest Airlines success story is its fully

engaged workforce and strong corporate culture. It's management strategies have been

generally replicated by several multinational companies on a global scale.

 

RIGID HIRING POLICY
Unlike other companies that hire employees who represent their branding message and

carry a passion to help customers, Southwest Airlines maintains inflexible policies and

hiring practices to ensure the right set of employees are continually hired. Southwest

airlines exhibit people-oriented culture ensuring approachable and friendly employees.

 

STAFF TRAINING FACILITIES
Southwest has largely invested in staff training and facilities for employee development

within the last decade. A new Training and Operational Support (TOPS) building were

completed in 2013.

A new training facility is known as Wings comprising of a 380,000 square foot

development center known as Leadership Education and Aircrew Development (LEAD)

Center. In April 2018, a new pilot training facility that can support 18 flight simulators with

expansion provision to accommodate as much as 26 simulator bays were opened.

 

 
 

A PROFIT-SHARING POLICY WITH

EMPLOYEES
In 1973, Herb Kelleher introduced a profit-

sharing policy that enables the Southwest

Airlines employees to receive profit based on

how much was realized for the year. This

makes its workforce highly motivated and

productive.

 

“Our people-first approach, which has guided

our company since it was founded, means

when our company does well, our people do

really, really well,” said Southwest CEO Gary

Kelly. “Our people work incredibly hard and

deserve to share in Southwest's success.” They

represent part of the HR success story at

Southwest Airlines.
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H I R I N G  I N  2 0 2 0  –  W H A T  D O E S  T H E
N E W  D E C A D E  H A V E  I N  S T O R E ?

 
We can say that year 2019 was a whirlwind for talent professionals and employees. A perfect storm of rapidly-

changing HR innovation and a historically-strong job market led to one of the most difficult hiring landscapes

last year. Does 2020 year have something new for talent acquisition? Irrespective of the changes in business

nature, demographic alteration, deeper technology proliferation and not so upbeat economic growth will be a

crucial input this year. 2020 will be kairotic year as the goal is to strive balance in changing employee

dynamics whilst maximizing business impact. Some of the trends are:

 

Data : Data is the new oil and in this wired world. Human resource always recognized the importance of data

analytics which has added a new dimension by helping in strengthening hiring, recruitment and retention.

Predictive analytics helps organizations to identify behavioral patterns of employees, correlate various events

to the real problem or causes and understand real reasons and possible future actions. A key use of analytics

data is to enable engagement with employees. One can also drive productivity. Using analytics data in HR

leads to improved employee experience, increased productivity, and eliminating bias in decision-making.

Better Engagement : While analytics can support HR in identifying patterns and eliminating issues, the level of

an employee’s commitment or connect to their company is basis the level of engagement. With proliferation of

technology in every aspects of life organizations have leveraged to provide services without investing on in-

house modules. Some examples to consider are - making apps available for health care for self and family,

financial management, learning module etc.

The Future is Now: It’s no secret that technology, automation and differentiated approach is transforming the

global workplace, leaving many employees worried about their future and job security. It is incumbent upon

every HR practitioner to gear their employees towards developing new skills to prepare for the future.
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